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College of Pacific and Stockton Junior College, Stockton, Calif., Friday, May 15, 1942

[Jonagan, Bowe NEW WEEKLY OFFICERS
Return

(com Trip

No. 31

Pacific Plans Huge Victory
Day — Carnival, Dance
Clint Sherwood is Winner
of Theme-Naming- Contest

prexy Convention
Stresses Thrift

The Pacific Student Association will join the rest of
the nation in its gigantic caravan for victory a week from
Thursday as they stage an ambitious and gala victory drive
with the prize-winning theme: Pacific Day for U.S.A.
Clint Sherwood 'will be presented next week in

gob Monagan and Tom Bowe,
and presi
returned
jjorn the annual Pacific Student
Presidents conference at Sun Val
ley, Idaho.
student body president
dent-elect, have just

•

••assembly with two dollars in de
fense stamps and free admission
On the trip they visited rela
to all events scheduled for that
tives of Monogan in Ogden, Utah.
day.
They spent five days in the Val
The celebration will begin as
ley. The theme of the conference
classes take up Thursday morning
tras the place of the college or
JACK TOOMAY and PHYLLIS DODGE were selected
and will continue throughout the
university in the present emer
The Federal Bureau of Investi day and far into the night. There
this
week
for
the
offices
of
editor
and
business
manager
gency.
gation is desirous of obtaining will be a carnival and a dance,
Wednesday, the first day of the of the WEEKLY for the coming semester. Both will qualified applicants, both men and
recreational and exhibition swim
convention, was devoted to the be senior students.
women, for clerical positions with ming, a special assembly and a
various sports afforded by the re
the bureau. Students graduating big half hour radio show.
sort. The other days had a full
from Pacific or the Junior college
Toomay Elected
curricular of discussions on cur
who desire this type of work are VICTORY
rent college problems. One of
One single idea permeates the
Editor; Other
requested to make application
the resolutions passed was: Re
whole
conception and execution
now.
Offices Chosen
solved: Schools and colleges could
the idea of victory.
work with the government by the
The dance will feature the
Jack Toomay, senior student There are occasional vacancies in
conservation of publication ma
from Wasco, was chosen next San Francisco, but the majority swingy orchestra of the Stockton
terials in allowing the govern
Publication Date
year's editor of the WEEKLY at of the positions are available at Field Flyers—the same band
ment use of publication facilities.
a meeting of the Publications the headquarters office in Wash that played before the assembly
Set
for
Magazine
SPEAKER
Committee last Tuesday.
ington, D. C. There are opportun- earlier in the year.
Bishop Bruce Baxter, closing
The carnival will demonstrate
Other selections were Margaret | jties for workers to continue law
After staggering past the bar
speaker of the convention, gave
the abilities of all the living
Stimmann
Naranjado
editor;
|
or
other
studies
riers of faculty conservatism and
the following quotation: "Diffi
groups as circus concessionists.
personal conflicts, the student lit Phyllis Dodge, WEEKLY busi-1
culties pull the trigger; what ex
ness manager; Betty Morrison, i Assignments include clerical The plans of each organization
erary publication finally went to
plodes depends upon what we are
positions, communications ma are not known. But it is expect
the printer last week. Hferb Caen Naranjado business manager; and
loaded with." This is in regard
Eloise
Smith,
Daily
Bengal
Bulle
chine
operation, accounting and ed that there will be a complete
of the San Francisco Chronicle is
to the solution of
problems
tin editor.
file clerk positions and finger and zany circus with clowns,
the guest artist.
brought by the present conflict.
fogged milk bottles, wild men
print classifiers. Applicants need,
The talk on priorities was based PUBLICATION
from Borneo, trained mice show,
in addition to citizenship status, et al.
on character, ability to take it,
Publication has been planned Pre-Registration
learning how to live together and for late in May and the magazine
Pre-registration for Junior excellent characters and reputa
SWIMMING
kith in the ultimate triumph of will go on sale containing a care College students will begin on tions.
From early in the afternoon
good.
fully selected cross-section of May 18 and continue through
Applicants can obtain further until after the dance at night the
TREXIES-ELECT
student writing talent besides the May 29. Counselor appoint information from the C. O. P. swimming pool will be open. Gi
President-elects were shown sparkling contribution that Mr. ments may be obtained in the
Registrar's Office or from Special gantic floodlights will bathe the
*hat was expected of them and Caen has promised to make.
offices of the Dean now.
entire swimming area during the
Agent M. J. Cassidy.
how they can build a more unified
Due to the several clashes over
evening. Several exhibition races
student association, regardless of certain manuscripts selected for
will be given by the P. S. A.'s
e many complex problems which
publication, advance sales of the FOURTH ANNUAL BOOK DAY
crack, classy swimming team.
Twill face.
magazine have suddenly skyrock
A prominent speaker will use
®°b McKay, president-elect of
SLATED
FOR
THURSDAY
up
assembly time with a talk on
eted.
There
are
blank
sheets
of
, University of Southern Cali•'ornira, was elected president of paper on bulletin boards all over
the
war, the situation of the Unit
Next Thursday, has been set by*
ed States, the duties of the stu
ft year's conference to be held the campus on which the names Miss Monreo Potts, acting librar
°eno, Nevada.
dents, and the general aspect of
of any of those who want a maga ian, as the date for the Fourth
n the return trip, the Pacific
the
enormous quest for the Grail
zine can be signed.
Annual Book Day.
jwsentatives went to Salt Lake
of
Victory.
The purpose of this occasion
to visit the University of LENGTHY
The half-hour radio show—
is
to augment the shelves of use
It is expected that the maga
written
by John Dennis especially
zine will be above fifty pages ful volumes in the library. Any
for
the
Pacific Day for U. S. A.
jjjks Scholarship
long with more than twenty-five one desiring to contribute books
festivities—will
present a tight
varied handiworks
presented. may do so at the library. Cash
^ered J.C. Boy
dramatic
impression
of the col
Manuscripts accepted have been may also be donated, if the con
J^.r tlle third time the Elks
lege
student
in
the
new
world war.
tributor wishes.
• arship is being offered to a submitted by John Dennis, Ed
According to figures obtained
FOR DEFENSE
^°r c°Uege student in Califor- Kielty, Jack Toomay, Merle Espfrom
Miss
Dorothy
Felter,
cata
As yet—since the plans, still in
len, Dolora Ghalleger, Margaret
k°y from each junior col Stimmann, Clint Sherwood and logue librarian, last year the li
embryonic stages, are growing
or jt I 1)6 eligible to compete many others. The content of the brary received from seventy-five
larger and more clever all the
qu
in choosing the winner
to one hundred volumes.
time—no particulars are available.
manuscripts
will
inadvertenly
etn
n e Phasis will be placed upThe public is reminded that not
But this one thing is certain:
Pon r^curricular activities and contain the college student's re
only
on this particular day, but
Admission to events and chances
^scholastic achievements.
action to the international situa
for prizes will be defense stamps;
:on inPrize offered is a $300 tui- tion and his opinions concerning throughout the year, volumes will
Acting Librarian Miss MON
be gladly accepted.
Jlif. any college in the state of what should be done about it.
prizes will be paid off in defense
Tua.
REO POTTS has just announced
*nr)gp .
stamps.
Primarily the whole
Only
such
books
as
are
con
The
winners
of
the
story
con
next Thursday as the date for the
leif n lnterested may leave
show
is
this
College's grim, down
sidered
conducive
to
college
a
test
will
be
announced
on
the
day
Library's
Fourth
Annual
Book
^ ®es at the Personnel Ofto-earth bid for victory.
study may be used.
of publication of the book.
i Day.
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NON-EXCELLENCE

PANORAMA

Announcement of publications officers made in this
issue indicate a student trend—a trend, which may be ad
mirable but is leading toward a disintegration of excellence
in activities as a whole, publications in particular.

By JOHN DENNls

We are at present busih^
'1
gaged in writing a small en*,
tion for the annual p;
Ka .
Lambda contest, and bein» Pp
5 H
mentarily at an impasse We
up the pen to free the tr0uL?
psyche.

This trend is not vicious; in fact it is very noble.
It smoulders in normal times, rarely rating even the most
meager comment. But in the extraordinary circumstances
in which we are now living it becomes so prominent none
can overlook it, especially in a small college.
The trend is that "doubling-up" practice in which one
student participates in innumerable extra-curricular activi
ties. The harm springs from over-production, results from
leaders familiar with many fields, specialists in none.
It has always been noted that this condition existed at
Pacific. Its small enrollment usually combined with the
total apathy of many capable students to limit the available
talent for PSA and other duties. The war effort—many
pupils already in the armed services, others working at
defense jobs—has depleted the number of enthusiastic
participants in school activities.
The solution to the problem is not an easy one. Unless
more students are brought into the, scope of active partici
pation, there can be no relief, for it is too much to ask
the already-overburdened leaders to specialize in each activ
ity in which they are prominent.
For the case of publications, this is not a condemnation.
It is merely that in this field the lack of specialization is
more quickly and easily evident to a critical student body.
The way out is a concentrated, conscientious dose of
hard work; for this there is no substitute.

B FOR VICTORY
For those who have always thought that blondes were
something special there is confirmation in a defense report,
which proves the concrete value of blonde glamour girls.

^ONNT£0 Vf

Contributed by the American Society of Magazine Cartoonists.

Collegiana

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

By BARBARA ORR

By PHYLLIS MAGNUSON
MUSIC NOTES
Pacific's Band, directed by Pop
Gordon, gave the boys at the
Stockton Port an idea of what a
good band can do last Wednesday.
They were able to play through
the efforts of Captain Williams,
morale officer. The program in
cluded many of the lighter pieces
from the band's repetoire. Marian
Sill was soloist in a modern novel
ty number, Child Prodigy, by Mar
tin Gould.

Their hair, undyed and fifteen inches long, is needed
for sensitive aircraft flight instruments. A commercial
manufacturer is offering free victory haircuts and strate
For a number of years the A
gic-material-donor certificates to those who wish to con Capella Choirs of Stockton, Sac
ramento, Modesto and other cities
tribute.

Oklahoma A & M College stu
dents have inaugurated war
stamp dates where they cut down
on entertainment costs and buy
war stamps with the money
saved. The girl keeps one or
more of the stamps as a souvenir
of the date.
There have been all kinds of
Queens on different campuses but
the latest, and best, is the "Black
out Queen," or "The-Girl-We'dLike - Most - To - Be - With - In -ABlackout."
At Duke University Woman's
College the girls are requiring
their dates to buy war stamps be
fore they go out with them.

It is rumored that at Colby
Junior College the lads and las
sies are smoking corncob pipes—
have given "exchange" concerts. to keep warm and to conserve
Well, here finally is something in addition to morale The College of Pacific Choir un cigarettes.
der the direction of J. Russell Bodthat college girls can supply for victory!
ley, entertained the Modesto Jun
There was a young girl from
ior College Student Body last St. Louie,
Thursday. Lew Ford and Vivian
Who submitted her case to a
Bradley were soloists during the jury;
intermission. The choir members Said she: "Car twenty-three
were served luncheon at the home
Has injured my knee,"
of Miss Bradley's parents follow
And the jury said, "We're from
ing the concert.
Missouri."
BOB CONAWAY
IRVINE SPRAGUE
Editor
AL \ager
Marcella Thorpe, graduate of
Phone 9-9121
Phoiii 8-8710
"Sneak week" is coming to
Pacific and now teaching at HazelPublished every Friday during the Coll::
the Pacific
San Jose State soon. This is an
Student Association. Entered as second class ' atte October 24, ton School, is the newly elected
1924, at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, 1
er the Act of president of Mu Phi Epsilon, na annual event in which only jun
March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at
r ite of postage tional music honorary sorority. As iors and seniors participate. The
: Oct. 24, 1924.
provided for in Section 1103, Oct. 3, 1917, aulho:
a delegate, she will attend the na seniors try to keep the juniors
tional convention held in Denver, from finding them all week. The
affair includes swimming parties,
Colorado,
this summer.
1941
Member
hikes and dances all at places
Ptssociafed Collegiate
Recently Mrs. Ellis Harbert of unknown.
the Conservatory faculty lectured
before the Aldine Club on "The
S T A F F
Influences On American Music". programs can now be broadcast
NEWS: Editor—Jeanne Dagg.
She was quoted by the Stockton from any building on the campus.
Copy Desk and Rewrite—Jeanne Dagg, ;
, • >: Bocek.
Record as having made the state
Music Critic—Bill Ramsey.
ment that George Gershwin's
Social Objectives in Music, a
Reporters—Willa McDonald, Sally Rineli,
Jean le Dagg, Bill
Ramsey, Marje Thatcher, Priscilla Reefer, Mar;.
Marjorie music lacks rhythm. Students of class taught by Mrs. Ellis Har
Boardman, James Coke, Charles Orr, Tom H:
•:
famashita, Mrs. Harbert will be interested to bert, for Orientation of Music
Barbara Orr. Frances Bocek, Rose Ann Chattot
know that we found, on interview Teaching, will have Fred Ellis,
SOCIETY: Editor—Betty Morrison.
ing Mrs. Harbert, that this state principal of Stockton High School,
DRAMA EDITOR: Sally Rinehart.
ment was incorrectly quoted.
as a guest speaker. The basis of
Reporters—Margo Mclntyre, Rose Ann Chi 1 >n,
' ••[da Reefer,
his talk, "What The High School
Corinne Single, Jackie Easby, Milton Valen
-unt, Paul
Note the new time, one-fifteen Principal Expects of Young Music
Craven.
on Wednesday, of Pacific Musi- Teachers," will be a discussion of
SPORTS: Editor—Dick Barkle.
cale, directed and produced by sample applications written by the
PHOTOGRAPHY: Don Jonte.
John Dennis and Ernest Farmer. students.
SUBSCRIPTIONS $1.50 A YEAR
Richard Enns will play the organ
The members of Phi Mu Alpha
from Morris Chapel on the next
Printed weekly by the John Muldowney Prinlm
1 8-130 N.
will have another breakfast on
California Street; Phone 2-8315. Campus :
Room 311, program, May 20. Due to John Sunday, June 7. Mr. Gordon will
Administration Building; Phone 9-9121.
Crabbe's work on remote control, "dish it out."

years ago, "Stagg Upsets Gal."
**We did! it' before and we can
do it ag*to*

-

1

m i
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Also Selected
SHORT SUBJECTS

If

KENT" TAYLOR

III

Not long ago we happened
read a gloomy little piece ^ 11
"Why No Great American j?
in wbinh
sic?" in
which the author W
and unequivocally stated that v
case of American music is not
ductive of optimism, but it j
ten
hopeless."
There are
furthe,
bellyaches about "machine-.
Hat
music," "the inexorable rhya
of the fox-trot," politics
nomies and musical retardate
civil conflict, regionalism,"
The blow that killed father
with the cataclysmic reve^
that America is a country
houses a nation but not a Pft;,
and therefore the peoples of Acg
ica can contribute nothing to^
the development of a natty
musical idiom.
This article was written in isj
even then the gentleman's i
were not beyond reproach, ty
don't have a St. George complei
as you might have surmised and
we don't mean to single out so®
hapless soul for a weekly klip
We are, however, particularly t
terested in the state of Ameria:
music during the present decade
It is curious to note that ait
one would attempt to classify®
sic from a standpoint of the c®
poser's nationality — except®
Percy Grainger, perhaps. Mis
is a fluid art, a language Ivhii
all tongues can speak and mor
ears understand. Naturally, 4
composer will exhibit facets t
his matrix in his work; he a
even go so far as to use hise
vironment as programmaticfi
terial, in which case he may «
correctly classified as a natoa
ist. Nationalism in music, I*
ever, is only a phase and u
short-lived.
One questions the possib®
and advisability of an attempt'
establish an America "idiom." j
do not believe that Americans S
interested in becoming THE J*
pie, but rather in remain A f
pie of pluralistic cultures,
of varied tastes. There »I
danger involved in unify®'
country to produce nation®"®
art; witness the sterilization 1
music in Germany since the J
markian era—Wagner was
ing his chapter, and
.in#1JUllt. eirt
Strauss remains in lone
The Germany from which sP
the art of Bach,
Beetl^
Brahms, Mendelssohn 3X1 ^
bert was regional, comP
in?e. —
some thirty-eight
sections. Is it not possibly j
for a nation comprised
states and operating on det"
ic principle to produce ST
sic? No musical giants hn
peared yet, but if they aPy[ ^
all it will probably be he (
ply because we are now'
todians of a majority
leading artists, writers,
sicians. If they don't
become 100 per cent red- ^
Americans overnight and
"The American
"A Rhapsody on Jazz
they will probably prove
the greatest cultural
Si*'
(Continued on Pa$e

£

J
p

THE DOWN
beat
gy ERNEST FARMER

„me bandleaders' number
« could well be "Mr. NeloD« s°nJ> t0 Town", or 'Tv<
foes
to
t»n ,NT0 More Rubber Plungers,
"" mim Derbies, Tin Mutes,
Alun,^re We Going To Do Withflha o t Suits
Blues." Music
Zo
an over the country are
• g to avoid a "Priorities
W „ -j-^e latest information on
^rds is that production will
<*\ 66% with the biggest slice
^ • a from the quota of dance
Sad releases. This will probably
cancellation of recording
cause
many of the inferior
dates by
wis now waxing, and result in
i'dog-eat-dog" fight among the
' e bands to keep on top. With
,usic considered a definite as(t t0 morale we hope that these
bailments will not hamper the
contribution of swing musicians
the national effort,
166

Herriweather has just emerged
the grapevine to say "If
Clean Miller should buy a Holly
wood night spot and move in
Here for the duration, don't say
Many
we didn't tell you so."
name bands are searching for
good locations where they can
settle down and avoid the head
aches of tours and one-nighters.
Hollywood is an excellent place
due to the centralization of the
motion picture and radio indus
tries. Studios are signing more
bands every day for picture con
tracts, and leaders are desirous
of remaining close at £and.
from

Movies and music brings up an
incident concerning musicdom's
best fraternal combination, the
Brothers' Dorsey. Tommy and
Jimmie have never agreed on
matters of musical principle
since the days of the old "Dor
sey Brothers Orchestra." By mu
tual consent they disbanded and
since their parting both have be
come successful in their own
bght. Until recently no attempt
'ad been made to combine their
talents again. A short time ago
towever, a Hollywood assistant
producer with one eye on a pronotion, and the other on the box
""ice, conceived the idea of costarring the lads in a film. Both
'he Dorseys were consulted
aSreed on such
things as
W footage, but when price
1? menfi°ned Tommy quoted
, ™ while Jimmie held out
•W.000, the amount which he
?eived for "The Fleet's In."
T had committed himself
<> he
was unable to raise his
L|' ant' Jimmie refused to
er his, so for the time being
n
P movie.

A

.

complete record of Kent
® university housing facilities
eing made by sociology stuto be forwarded to the
ePartment for use in case
® emergency.
""""""iiiiiiiiinimiiiiHiuiiHiHnniuiniiiiuiiuninniunjj

YOU WANT A JOB—
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ccretarial

I
x

-• Service
service
gller
F<j,_
- ^*vvuuuittiicy
Accountancy
r '

etnployment service.
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We Need Every College Man
In Officers' Training
• To Man the Mightiest Air Army in the World *
Make Your Choice This
Week For Present or Future
Officers' Training

THREE ENLISTMENT PLANS
FOR COLLEGE MEN

IF your blood boils at the very
thought of an enslaved world ; a s
If Jap treachery and Nazi savagery
make you see red
ed and
s
itch for a gun
—calm yourself with the promise
that we shall pay them back with com

1. A new plan allows Juniors,
Sophomores and Freshmen, aged
18 to 26, inclusive, to enlist in the
Air Force Enlisted Reserve and
continue their schooling, provided
they maintain satisfactory scholas
tic standing.

We shall—and you as a college
man now have the opportunity of
serving as a Flying Officer—a Bom
bardier, Navigator or Pilot—with
that branch of service which will do
that paying back in person—the U. S.
Army Air Forces!
Under the new Army Air Force
Reserve Plan—if you are a Senior or
wish to leave school—apply now for
your Aviation Cadet trainings
You and your friends can share
together the work and fun of flight
training, and after approximately 8
months—earn the right to be flying
officers in the U. S. Army Air Forces!
On the other hand, if you are a
Freshman, Sophomore or Junior—
you can, if you like, continue your
studies under the Deferred Service
Plan of the Army Air Forces—and
become better prepared for Officers'
Training later.

2. All college students may enlist
as privates in the Army Air Forces
(unassigned) and serve there un
til their turns come for Aviation
Cadet training.
3. All college students may enlist
in the Air Force Enlisted Reserve
and wait until ordered to report
for Aviation Cadet training.
Upon graduation or withdrawal
from college, men will be assigned
to active duty at a training center
as facilities become available.
If the necessity of war demands,
the deferred status in the Army
Reserve may be terminated at any
time by the Secretary of War.1

Juniors—Sophomores—Freshmen
May Continue Their Education

All College Men May Enlistfor Immediate Service

pound interestI

The new Army Air Force Enlisted Reserve Plan is part of an over-all Army
Enlisted Reserve Corps program shortly
to be announced. This program will
provide opportunities for college men
to enlist in other branches of t|ie Army
on a deferred basis and to continue
their education through graduation if
a satisfactory standard of work is
maintained. In case of necessity the
Secretary of War shall determine when
they may be called to active duty.
It Is understood that men so enlisted
will have the opportunity of competing
for vacancies in officer's candidate
schools.
This plan has been approved in the
belief that continuance of education will
develop capacities for leadership. (Re
serve enlistment will not alter regulations
regarding established R. O. T. C. plans.)

New Simplified Requirements
To qualify you must be 18 to 26
elusive), rphysically
pass
(inclusive),
.v
, fit—and
—
a new, simplified mental test which
college men find easy*
When you are ready—and facili
ties are ready—you begin as an

Aviation Cadet at $75 a month, with
expenses paid.
If you have majored in science or
engineering you can try for a
commission in the ground crew—in
Armament, Communications, Engi
neering, Meteorology, Photography^
As a Second Lieutenant on active
duty, your pay ranges from $183 to
$245 a month.

I

80% Have Won Commissions
Due to thorough training—about
four out of every five Aviation Cadets
this past year received Second Lieu
tenants' commissions—of which 67%
are now flying officers.
The tremendous expansion of the
Air Forces should assure rapid ad
vancement in all branches. And after
the war—you'll be ready for the ever
growing opportunities in aviation.

Settle Your Service Now
The years ahead are war years—and
every college man should make his
plans accordingly.
To make America supremein the air
we need every college man who can
qualify for active or deferred service.
So take advantage now of this op
tion. You may never again have such
opportunities.
See your Faculty Air Force Advisor
for information and help with details.
Join the thousands of America's col
lege men who are enlisting this week!

ll

NOTE: If you are under 21, you will need
your parents' or guardian's
consent. Birth certificates
and three letters of recom•
mendation will be required
of all applicants. Obtain
the forms and send them
home today.

SEE YOUR FACULTY AIR FORCE ADVISOR FOR FULL INFORMATION
(Or Apply to Your Local Recruiting and Induction Station)
S

ARMY RECRUITING AND INDUCTION STATION:
215 P. O. Building, Stockton, Calif.
AVIATION CADET EXAMINING BOARD:

Air Corp Advanced Flying School, Stockton, Calif.

Other Army Recruiting and Induction Stations are in the Following Cities:
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES REDDING OAKLAND SACRAMENTO
FRESNO
SAN DIEGO
SANTA BARBARA
Other Aviation Cadet Examining Boards are Located in the Following Cities:
BAKERS FIELD
LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO
SAN FRANCISCO

m
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LADDON ENGAGED

Barb and Bill
Hare a Ring
and Everything
The news of Barbara Laddon's
engagement to Bill Shepard was
announced Wednesday night at
Epsilon during the birthday din
ner honoring Mrs. Graham, house
mother. At exactly six-thirty,
amid the festivity, a five-pound
box of chocolates was delivered
bearing a card with "Barbara and
Bill" written upon it.
Barbara is a senior and will re
ceive her diploma and elementary
credential in June. She has been
very active during her four years
at Pacific both scholastically and
socially. Her home is in San
Francisco.
Bill is doing graduate work here
before entering Creighton Med
ical University in Nebraska this
summer. He attended Pacific for
three years after which he entered
California where he received his
A. B. degree. He is affiliated
with Omega Phi Alpha on this
campus and his home is in Stock
ton.
As yet the
newly-engaged
couple have set no date for their
wedding.

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"
109 N. SUTTER
PHONE 4-4G13

WHEREVER
'e

May
Roam

Pythian Castle was the set
ting last Saturday night as the
girls from Women's Hall and
their escorts danced Ho the music
of Herm Sapiro and his band at
One comment we've heard t
their annual spring formal.
and
again is that: "I wonder W
The theme of "Under the Sea"
was carried out in the bids and Miss Shrodes keeps her tan °decorations, which were in the winter long. .. with a sun larn *
hands of committees, headed by
Miss Weins is the first fJ-acuih,
aci|1
Marion Combs, general chairman; member to show her patriot!
Dolores Perry, bids; Jan Wiman by abandoning silk stockin51
and Janet Chidester, dceorations; More will be following her <
and Janet Summers, clean up.
we predict, if they can model t
Patrons and patronesses invit style as well as Miss Weins is J
ed to join the festivities were ing.
Miss Hill, Dr. Burlingame and
This is a farewell to Dr. Jac,
guest, Mr. and Mrs. Betz and
true collegiate prof and frje,
Mrs. Brady, house mother.
the kind you read about.
The guest list included: Cath
Carol Duttle meets more
erine Saunders, Don Jackson;
Mariluise Routzhan, A1 Frey; men, and she has a special |
Virginia Mae Madson, Dick Nich nique that is worth writing abt
ols; Priscilla Keefer, Bob Dewey;
Have you heard about Ron I
Marjorie Winkler, Bill Morris;
nard, the Rhizite, who is repot-:
Margret Morgan, Ray Charves;
missing in action in Austr;
Carole Monroe, Jack Hanner;
Above is pictured BARBARA LADDON, who announced her Betty Rose, Ray Volpi; Bettie That makes two losses for ]
zomia, doesn't it?
engagement last Wednesday to her sorority sisters.
Witherspoon. Harry Curry; Bob
bie Klawans, Jim Dougherty;
Last week saw the first:
Lois Thornton, Jack Cooley; Mar of white shirts on the campus.
jorie Watkins, Morris Plotkin;
Picnic Planned
Was it only rumor, or did a!
LaVonne Hawks, A1 Marati; Fran
by Society
ces Williams, Lloyd Danielson; of the girls at the Annex have a
campus last week some time? It
Lucille Sutter, A1 Davidson.
The annual Phi Sigma Gamma
Dolores Perry, Clint Ward; is probably a long story dating
picnic supper will be held tomor
Carol Cole, Bob Raven; Cora back to the dance .... or it should
row at Louis Park. A weiner
Russell, Sibley Bush; Lois Hoff- date back to it.
roast will be the main attraction
Schneider,
Jay Goodman; Alice
with games and entertainment
Alpha Theta Tau received a
Bill Keeshan, seen on the cam
planned by the social committee. traditional five pound box of choc Brownlee, Jack Younce; Mary pus in his cadet uniform, looks
Lou Cameron, Bud Brown; Shir as good as<iever.
The committee for the affair is olates last week, announcing the
ley Troyer, Tom Butler; Pattie
marriage
of
Florence
Mary
Vines
Beverly Heller, chairman, Mary
Does Barbara McKenzie like A!
Schuler, Fred Holden; Grace
Edna Craig, Curtis Marchant, and Fred Johnston. The young
Moody, Luis Arismandi; Holly or is it the air field cadets? May
couple,
both
residents
of
Stockton
Frances Williams and Beth Marbe A1 would like to know also.
were wed on Sunday, April 26, in Wade, Jack Ritchie.
iott.
Mildred Jackson, Merle Brusso;
Las Vegas, Nevada.
Also would like to know jut
Florence attended Stockton Jun Susann Conklin; James Graves; what is going on between
ior College and was a member of Lucille Rowe, Frank Pierson; El and Sally. Are they back to |
Alpha Theta Tau. She also at len Kuhn, Craig »Combs; Janet gether, or are they just "friend
tended Stanford University short Summers, Felix Jingleheimer;
Nice gestures were in abund-1
Mary Jane Armstrong, Lt. Tom
ly before her marriage.
ance
recently. Tau Kappa en
Burke;
Wilma
Lu
Cawley,
Fran
The young bride was honored
tertained all the pledges in thei
at the home of Betty Carter on Cartier.
lone Angwin, Bob Ijams; Maro- garden, while Alpha Thete hon
May sixth, at a shower sponsored
by her many friends.
lyn Leydecker, Bob Brooker; Pat ored the mothers of their pledge
Her husband is the son of James Royce, Orv Jones; Penny Rogers, class and the faculty dames.
Johnston, well known contractor, Ted Roth; Hilma Hill, Steve
One faculty member who is i
and Florence is the daughter of O'Connor; Margy Schellenberg,
Vic Lagorio; Jean Hall, Bob ing her bit for the nation is 1
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Vines.
Christensen; Doris Wood, Jack Marian Pease, who can occasioi
Gilmore; Martha Shaw, Eugene ally be seen here and there in
Egbert;
Mary Conn, Frank Wen- her natty Ambulance Corps em
Fire Escape Seen
ner; Dorothy Uriz, Jim Watson; form.
Jean Miller, Eleanor Williams,
by Fourteen
Jack Fisher and Betty KinMf
Janet Chidester, Phyl Bobba and have decided they like the samf j
Archite Pledges
Lucille Whitaker.
things.

FLORENCE
AND FRED
ELOPE

Lusty yells of "fire" from the
vicinity of Alpha Kappa Phi's fire
escape this last week have had
nothing to do with any actual con
flagration. Instead they indicate
only that Archania's pledges are
obeying one of the rules of their
training period, variously known
as "hell week." A figurative fire,
however, may have something to
do with their obedience.
Informal initiation will com
mence tonight with a picnic and
continue to a conclusion some
time Sunday morning. Success
ful candidates will be inducted in
to membership Sunday evening,
with President Ed Fay conducting
the impressive rites of an 88-year
old tradition.
Those who have gone through
the week are Eugene Molle, Seely
Gilfilen, Ted Santos, Granville
Parrott, Edward Leven, Charles
Reeve, Fred Kassel, Johnnie Camicia, Rodney Branson, Silvio Lacayo, Harold Cloer, Bob Conaway,
Bill Roberts and Norton Mandelbaum.

T
years ago, "Stagg Upsets Cat."
"We did it' before and we can
do it

Under the
Sea Sees .
Femmes

.J
Also Selected
SHORT SUBJECTS

II

KEJ^T TAYLOR

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET
2026 PACIFIC AVENUE
(In Black's)

'Where Price and Quality Meet'
PHONE 2-7481

TONIGHT — LET'S GO DANCING
Kenny Hepper — Ladies 35c, Men 45c, before 9 p-®1,
SATURDAY: SAL CARSON'S ORCHESTRA
WEDNESDAY: ONE NITE ONLY

AL DONAHUE
T N I A N O N BALLROOM
direct from Palace Hotel, San Francisco
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nyER the
jjjH WAVES
By

CLINT SHERWOOD

first item is exclusively for
any Pr°fessors rea.d
ts*
;tu^en only
kidding. Between
f 1 "Ld me and the bookshelf,
)'oU ,jaj KWG at 4:15 on Mon^0Uvou can hear John Crabbe
da>S ' the latest books of
the
ew
gooks hot off the press,
that are alive, books that
books
uld hep every student who is
a term paper (and who
>t) Mr. Crabbe reviews all
i5"' f books and after fifteen
0
^utes at the radio, you will
Z,e a comprehensive digest of
Jbe book.
Did anyone ever tell you that
radio personalities have an acute
^se of humor? If you doubt
jne, please question Jack Onyett
he should know! A radiorose
to Mike Crofton for her lilting
blues styling of pop tunes on
Clipbook show recently.
Don't
away, she will be back in the
studios soon.

Of WORK IS OPEN TO STUDENTS
SEEKING PART OR FULL TIME POSITIONS
Trained College Men Are in
Governmental Demand

Two Recitals •
Slated
Next Week

This
article is the
.
, , commentative
— jfourth
" — ~ in »a series t o be
T, .
nted. It is -written
written by a Coll
presented
College professor who is qualified
on >is
is topic.
opic. A different phase of the current war and its The sixth Student Recital will
problems will be covered weekly.
be given next Monday at 8:15.
By ROBERT FENIX,
Junior College Occupational Counselor
A discussion of the job possibilities for students must
necessarily include summer work, permanent positions and
post war jobs.
The largest number of summer opportunities for men
in the Stockton area are in agriculture, food processing

and production of containers. Most*
of the other defense industries do
not want summer employees. Want
However, there are opportunities
in two construction projects, in

a Job?

The federal government has
just announced that a labor short
age exists in Stockton. The full
import of this declaration is not
yet known.

for the benefit of those stu fire fighting, blister rust control,

dents who usually listen to Radio city recreation and summer re
Stage on Wednesdays we print sorts.

,he following.
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Because of exten

Roberta Thomas, Elaine Hawkins
and Lucille Rowe, voice students;
Richard Enns, Lois Johnson, and
Richard Briggs, piano students;
Marion Swanson, violin, and Tom
Smith, trumpet, will be the solo
ists. The program is as follows:

At Parting
Rogers
Elf Dance
_.
Kountz
The Statue at Czarsko Selo
Cui
Morning
Speaks
Miss Thomas
Lois Long at the piano
II
Toccata in A Major
Paradies
La plus que lente
Debussy
Impromptu, Opus 29
Chopin
Mr. Enns
III
Concerto in A Flat Minor
Fitzgerald
Andante Cantabile
The Flight of the Bumble Bee
Rimsky Korsakoff
Mr. Smith
IV
Indian Love Call
Friml
I Have Wept A-Dreaming
Hile
Dost Thou Know That Sweet Land
Thomas
Miss Hawkins
Lois Long at the piano
V
Sonata Tragica
MacDowell
Largo Maestoso-Allegro risoluto
Molto allegro
Miss Johnson
VI
Adagio (from Sonata in D)
Handel
Serenade du Tzigane ._. Valdey-Kreisler
Miss Swanson
Marion Sill at the piano
VII
Pace, pace, mio Dio
(from La Forze del Destino
Giuseppe Verdi
The Rosary
Nevin
A Heart That's Free
Robyn
Miss Rowe
VIII
Intermezzo. Opus 117, No. 2
Brahms
Intermezzo, Opus 117, No. 3
Brahms
Danse Russe (from Petrouchka)
Strawinsky
Mr. Briggs

PERMANENT JOBS
The second group includes per
manent jobs for men now. There
are many calls for trained men
in the Armed Forces in addition
to the fighting men. There are
calls for doctors, dentists, chap
lains, engineers, chemists, physi
ROBERT FENIX, J. C. occu
cists, mechanics, radio men, sten
ographers, typists, accountants pational counselor, in the fourth
The plot revolves about Walt and personnel workers. There weekly commentary states that
Whitman during the Civil war are opportunities for craftsmen job opportunities for students are
and helpers in the construction of plentiful.
years next Wednesday.
The seventh Student Recital
ships, airplanes, tanks, arms and
will be held Tuesday evening.
ammunition as well as in railroad after the war must contain some Marilyn Leydecker and Doris
ing, agriculture and food process speculation. There will probably Boothe will give piano solos.
Groceries
ing. There seems to be a shortage be career opportunities for some Dorothy Witt and Clifford Brau,
of men teachers in some areas.
men in the Armed Forces as well violin students, will perform.
Poultry
The state and federal civil ser as in the production of war ma
Vegetables
Alice Browhlee, William McGovvice opportunities are endless and terials and commercial aviation.
ern,
and Doris Wood will sing. A
Fruits
there is scarcely a skill, trade, The federal government is now group of four violinists, Vivian
surveying
the
nation
to
set
up
Meats
profession or career in which
desirable projects to be construct Bradley, Claire Wilkins, Mildred
there is not a shortage of work ed after the war, by men released Marsh and Phyllis Magnuson will
ers.
from the Armed Forces. These play a four violin concerto.
projects will include the con
American and Channel
POST WAR CAREERS
struction of highways, parks, PROGRAM
A discussion of opportunities playgrounds and similar public
I
Romance
Sibelius
improvements.
Miss Leydecker
Men will be needed in all of the Concertino in G II
Huber
industries that produce goods that
Miss Witt
Gloria Hopps at the piano
are being restricted during the
III
Brahms
war. These products include Sapphic Ode
The Cuckoo Clock
Grant-Shaeffer
homes, automobiles, rub b e r My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice
..
—. Saint-Saens
goods, refrigerators, washing ma
Contractors, Builders, and
Miss Brownlee
Lois Long at the piano
chines,
radios
and
many
others.
Superintendents of
IV
There will undoubtedly be oppor Rhapsody in B Minor
Brahms
Construction
~
Palmgren
tunities for men in the following En Route
Miss Boothe
new or expanded industries: re
V
phone 9-9017
309 First National Bank Building
frigeration, air conditioning, syn None but the Lonely Heart
Tschaikowsky
thetic fibres, plastics and new Mam-selle Marie
Guion
Stockton, Calif.
Were You There
Burleigh
service industries. There will In
Queste Tomba
Beethoven
Mr. McGovern
probably be opportunities for well
VI
trained and enterprising teachers Hejre Kati
1S5;
Hubay
Mr. Brau
to tackle the new educational
Gloria Hopps at the piano
problems that will probably ap
VII
A Heart That's Free
Robyn
pear after the war.
sive and difficult
production
problems on the next show, no
drama was given this week. With
an original musical score com
posed by John Dennis, an original
script by yours truly, with a
large cast headed by Tony Reid,
it should be an interesting show.

Gaia-Delucchi

SHEPHERD & GREEN

GOVERNMENT and BUSINESS
needs College Men and Women with
BUSINESS TRAINING
Shoht intensive Courses in Shorthand, Typing,
Business Machines, Civil Service Coaching
Summer Term Opens

MONDAY, JUNE 15
Business training helps one market his
college education.
SEE MR. FORKNER

FORKNERS SCHOOLS
Sutter St., Stockton
' Hth St., Modesto

Phone 6-6807
Phone 978

DISCRETION
Men enrolled in college must
select their jobs with the interest
of the nation in mind first and
their personal futures second but
in some cases both interests may
be served with one job.

English Tea to
Honor Breniman
Honoring Miss Marie L. Breni
man, who has achieved her twen
ty-fifth anniversary as a member
of the College of Pacific faculty,
the English department is giving
a tea tomorrow afternoon.

Four Ducks on a Pond
Needham
The Naught Little Clock
DeKoven
Vissi d'arte (from La Tosca)
Puccini
Miss Wood
Lois Long at the piano

Cram Cooking
Course
Offered Girls
Experience About
Food Guaranteed
This semester a special "cram
course" has been offered to girls
interested in learning to cook
in a hurry.
FINER ARTS
Miss Weins, cooking instructor,
guarantees all girls who take the
course a thorough knowledge of
the fine art of baking a toothsome
pie, light cake, and most import
ant—tender biscuits. All of the
girls in the class frankly admit
that they want to get married
sometime in the not-too-distant
future, so this course has been an
excellent idea.
The girls get practical exper
ience not only in cooking but also
in marketing, menu planning and
budgeting. They have learned to
make a well-rounded dinner for
two on fifty cents. You say it
can't be done? Just go over to
the Household Science Depart
ment and see for yourself. Maybe
you'll be one of the fortunate per
sons to be invited to the meals
they prepare.
TOOTHSOME MENU
Radishes
Olives
Onions
Chops
Artichokes
Summer Squash
Muffins with Jam
Avacado and Orange Salad
Cherry Pie
Coffee
Miss Weins says, "I've never
had a group of girls so enthusias
tic over a class before; it's really
remarkable."
Among other things the girls
have learned to cook is jelly, angel
food cake, apple pie, spaghetti and
meat balls, beans and vegetables.
MEAT CUTS
A short time ago a butcher
brought out a half of beef and
cut it up, demonstrating the va
rious cuts of meats; the girls
themselves cut pieces.
VIII
Concerto for Four Violins
Vivaldi
Allegro
Largo
Allegro
• Vivian Bradley
Mildred Marsh
Claire Wilkins
Phyllis Magnuson
Lois Johnson at the piano

ANNOUNCEMENTS
May 24—Dona Nobis Pacem
May 25—Eighth Student Recital
June 2—A Cappella Choir
Home Concert

UNION OIL PRODUCTS

Bill Lunt
Pacific and Castle
Phone 2-9010
"One Hour Battery
Charging"

HEADQUARTERS
FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE
Operated by
—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

"Where You Meet Everybody"

i ition::
iv Days ' f

v

—
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Summer Jobs Available with
City Recreation Department

RELOCATED JAPANESE FORM
PANORAMA OF V.S.

IN TH]
SERVIC]

By PAUL CRAVEN
Restricted Zone A; Forbidden Area Number One. Past
the sign they come, heads held high, shuffling along, the
aged and the young. For three weeks the ground they
now walk has been forbidden them but today is their
Leonard Edward Sawrev
day. Today they must walk here because otherwisf they mer S. J. C. football piaye

The city recreation department tors for two months. Applicants
of Stockton, through Superintend for this "position must have com
ent Bert Swenson, has outlined pleted at least one year of junior
college, be working on a P. E.
It has just been announced that major or its equivalent and have
in
there will be summer work for some previous experience
students at the Sacramento Air handling children—Sunday shcool can't get to the evacuation center*
Depot, McClellan Field. Appli work or camp experience.
to be sent away.
shows signs of what has been
cants for these jobs need no spe
Five lifeguards with Red Cross
reasonably comfortable life. The
man
trudges
A
wizened
old
cial training; applications are be life-saving credentials are needed;
other's hands are calloused and
aimlessly
and
almost
sightlessly
ing taken by Robert Fenix. The there is also a need for camp
dirt is grimed into the crease of
positions pay from $100 to $110 councilors and kitchen helpers at up the street, his myopic eyes
squinting past the wrinkles of his palms. He wears a shapeless
per month.
Silver Lake.
age. A sturdy gnarled oak stick brown coat covering a faded blue
For the Softball games positions hold him up on one side and a short. The collar is neither
the need of student assistance
turned down or buttoned but he
as announcers and gate men are lunch in a wrinkled manila bag
wears a brown tie made from
during the summer months.
holds him down on the other.
open. Students interested may
some heavy fabric. His trousers
REQUIREMENTS
get full particulars from the Per CONTRAST
are khaki with distinct mudstains
Four men and two women will sonnel Office or from Professor
Two brothers pass. One is about the knees.
be needed for playground direc Robert Fenix.
dressed in a black suit which
LUGGAGE GOES
From time to time they
pass
in autos—a Model A; a Cadillac,
containing three sleek ex-pros
All The Essentials For The Smart Man's Spring Outfit!
perous dowagers, a well-dressed
driver and a neatly-groomed girl;
then three taxis filled with
straw-hatted
men. Last comes a
For the best in style select one of
truck, piled high with luggage,
these handsome three-button sport
coats! Expertly tailored ... all wool
upon which two young Japanese
Shetlands in a wide variety of her
perch, looking backward down
ringbones, overchecks and plaids!
the street.

SPORT COATS

More come walking. A giant
(for a Japanese) comes, wearing
"an outfit in which at a distance
he might be mistaken for a sol
dier. His shoulders are thrown
back and he sees nothing on
either side. But he is conversing
|
I in his native tongue to a smaller,
/ holder man who follows him ns if
| they were both walking in
furrow. The elder bounces along
I and in his left hand he holds a
new pail with a package wrapped
in brown paper and a bundle
wrapped in a blue bandana.

SPORT SHIRTS
Beautifully styled in that carefree
manner! Short sleeve, open front
models. Of sport shirt fabrics in
many colors!

been commissioned Ensign
Naval Reserve. Before coi
ing qn intensive flight tr;
at the big naval air statio
Jacksonville, Florida ,which
to his commission, Sawrey
his elimination training at
Naval Reserve air base in
land.

Starting their Naval av;
career are Robert Cross am
Kientz, both former C. O. p
dents. They successfully p
the elimination training cow
Oakland late in February,
on completion of the inte
seven-month course at the
napolis of the Air," Pens;
Florida, they will be commij
ed as Ensigns in the Nava
serve or as Second Lieutei
in the Marine Corps Reserve
will go on active duty.

Home last week-end were \
sailors in the Merchant Ma:
Bob Auger, Dave Williams
Doug Hanner, former J. c.
dents. Cadet Jack Friend,
tioned for training at Bakersl
also came home. The four 1
buddies in College and welco
the opportunity to get toge
before their respective di
drew them apart again.

Stan Lockey, former Pa
great in the era of
"Sw
Righter, has just received
commission in the United St
Navy as a Lieutenant ju
grade. Lockey, a former Rhi
They look neither to the left
will be stationed in the G
I nor right, but just go along.
Lakes region.
I When they come to the Armory
| i they stand at the end of a long
Bernard Treaster, gradual
line weaving up to the north 1929, is a chaplain in the ar
door. Slowly they enter as their He kis at March Field, Rivers
turn comes but none of them California.
seem to come out past the uni
Phil Stow, a sophomore, is 1
formed and armed sentries.
at San Diego. He recently en
ed in the Navy as an appren
seaman; he earned his letter
a center on the Junior Coll
football team.
(•Continued from Page 2)

PANORAMA

have experienced in many years.

MEN'S SMART SLACKS
69-0

49.8

09.8

RISH DRESS FABRICS

WASHABLES, TOO!

9 Gabardines!
9 Coverts!
9 Smooth Weaves!

9 Cotton Gabardines!
9 Sanforized Poplins!
9 Doeskin Weaves!

You can be sure you'll find here just the slack for your particular need!
Onp of tho himrac* 1
tions in town, in a wide variety of fabrics! They're
ThmPrJ here in
" .eU..:,Une
, °!
selec
\
, the biggest
V'ssesi seiecj
|
. •'
vuuoci
In plains, checks, herringbones or
tweed'effects!*161 " — —Dr'»e »»" F"™2 I"

PENNEY'S

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

years ago, "Stagg Upsets Cal."
"We did it before and we can
do it acata, w

DIAL 7-7061

.... yj. _ _ 2 -l
Also Selected
SHORT SUBJECTS

TAYLOR

Jack Friend is an aviation
det at Minter Field, Bakersfii
Before enlisting Jack wrote s
eral plays; he was active in J.
dramatics while attending Jun
College and was a member
the WEEKLY staff.

People who carp about swing
and jazz being "bad" music may
possibly be suffering from a con
fusion of standards. Swing seems
to be a hybrid animal which has
become tremendously successful
as a commercial enterprise. It
has given a livelihood to a good
many people, and is immediately
comprehensible to listeners. In
sentiment it is not unlike the love
songs sung by the troubadours in
France often
banal,
usually
ephemeral; jazz seems to be the
With the total number of I
commercialization of Negro folk cific coast Japanese already eva<
art—the original article is a won ated, or under Army orders to
derful and facinating thing from moved, exceeding an estimat
a standpoint of melodic improvi total of 75,000 this week, new t
sation and rhythm. It is highly elusion orders were formula'1
esteemed among European com affecting Lodi and other parts
posers. Let's not judge swing San Joaquin county. This do
and jazz by the same standards not include Stockton, which w
with which we judge Brahms or covered last week.
Wagner the motivation is en
About sixty Pacific stude"
tirely different and so is the place
filled by popular music. It is were evacuated last Sunday,
medicore in a relative sense only. day, Tuesday and Wednesday-

evacuation Ordei
Withdraws
Sixty Students

Anyone who is
pessimistic
about the music of America be
cause of regionalism and lack of
cultural unity among its peoples
might do well to change his tune.
In most respects, we are the last
best hope on earth.

FRIEDBERGER'S
Featuring
TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED
339 East Main Street

JEWELERS
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Omega Phi Soft San Mateo Net
Team Dumps
Balled Beat
^rchites 13-0
Stockton J.C.
With Sam Jones Chaney on the
and, Omega Phi Alpha's povv"Vj softball team shut out
irchania's ten 13 to 0 Wednesday
•fternoon.
The Archites man
ned to pick up only four scat
hed hits against Chaney.
^jje game was tied at nothing
,j until the fifth inning. Then
rt,e Omega Phi sluggers opened
uP by blasting the Archite's slugcer Ed Fay off the mound. Clare
Slaughter took over at the end of
thjs inning with the score 9 to 0.
Mouse Bolton connected with
the only home run of the day.

Red Cross Swim
Class Here
Monday Night
Next Monday night in the Pa
cific Student Association pool, the
Red Cross is conducting a water
safety course for instructors.
It is scheduled to star at 7 p
m. and anyone who is interested
may attend.
According to R. L. Breeden, the
demand for swimming instructors
at camps and playgrounds this
summer is very great.

C.O.P. is Best
Radio Training
School—Horton
Robert G. Horton, general fore
man of the Radio Repair Division
of the Signal Corps at McClellan
Field, Sacramento, spoke to radio
classes Tuesday on the demand
for radio repairmen.
Horton, after inspecting
Pa
cific facilities, announced that the
college has the best school this
side of Los Angeles for radio
training.
He stated that eventually all
radio service men will be taken
by the armed forces. Fifteen
thousand radio repair men will
be needed by July. The salary
ranges from $1400 to $2800 a year.
At present the majority of men
from Stockton are at Sacramento.
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S
Bob's Barber Shop
2008 PACIFIC AVE.

SIERRR

THI B T » t G&3
NOW

"Two Yanks
in Trinidad"

"Blondie Goes
to College"
PENNY SINGLETON
ARTHUR LAKE
LARRY SIMS

Cinder Squads
Stockton J.C. Places Third
Elect Coward,
Hanner Captains in N.C. J.C. "A" Division

San Mateo J. C. handed the
Larry Simmering Tiger Cub ten
nis team a 5 to 2 thrashing at San
Mateo last Thursday.
The only singles winner for
Stockton was Noel Prince. He de
feated Nourse of San Mateo, 6-2
3-6, 2-6.
In the doubles, the Stockton
team of Fleming and Kaffen took
the San Mateo team of Salover
and Henock, 3-6, 4-6.
Johnson and Crete, Stockton's
other doubles team, lost to Ulrich
and Schmidt, 6-4, 6-1.

Naval Aviation
Board Here
Next Week
The Naval Aviation Cadet Se
lection Board of the Twelfth
Naval District will visit the Paci
fic campus Monday and Tuesday
at the Infirmary for the purpose
of examining students interested
in Naval Aviation.
The Board will be composed of
Ensign George Wingfield, Jr., line
officer; Lieutenant E. B. John
son, medical officer, and Harold
Guio, Pharmacist Mate First
Class.
Pacific students who are ac
cepted by the Board may consult
Lieutenant - Commander E. H.
Walter, USNR, in San Francisco,
and enlist in the Pacific Squad
ron which is being formed. The
members of this squadron will
train together, fly together, and
fight together against the Axis
powers. Kenny Rogers, origina
tor of the idea for a Pacific
squadron, is reported to have
been called up for active duty
already.

S.C.A. Will Honor
Seniors Tonight
Friday is the date! What? Why
the S. C. A. picnic supper from
5:30 to 8:30 p. m. at the home of
Robert Burns, honoring their
graduating seniors. Ping pong,
badminton and swimming are
scheduled for the event.

PAT O'BRIEN
BRIAN DONLEYY
JANET BLAIR
and

Cubs End Track, Season

Cubs Win Only
Two Matches
From San Mateans

FOUR LOSERS
Other results were Selover of
San Mateo over Flemming of
Stockton, 7-5, 6-4.
Ulrich defeated Kaffen by the
score of 4-6, 6-4 and 6-2.
Johnson of Stockton lost to
Schmidt of San Mateo by the
score of 6-3, 7-5.
Drisko of San Mateo over Crete
of Stockton, 6-3, 6-1.

TONIGHT

"Beachcombers

of 1942"

60 talented personalities
in an all-star
STAGE REVIEW
On the Screen:

"Yokel Boy"
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Annual Tau Kappa
Banquet is Scene
Lou Coward and Jack Han
ner were honored by their
fellow teammates at the an
nual Tau Kappa Kappa track
banquet Tuesday night when
they were elected captains of
the junior college and Pacific
varsity cinder squads, respec
tively.
Coward was honored but
yet in a truer sense the track
team was honored to have a
man like Lou to elect. For,
what other runner was there
who could be counted on for
winning three events in every
dual met, and then be ready to
run an anchor lap on the re
lay team? He had the ability,
spark and will to do unexpec
ted in practically every meet
by coming through with wins
in the 100, 220 and broad
jump.
The College of Pacific var
sity track captain, Jack Han
ner, was another who could
always be counted on for sure
points. He ran the gruelling
races, the 440 yard dash and
880 yard run and beiieve-it-ornot, rgn anchor man on the
Tiger's Far Western Confer
ence championship relay team.
The championship team could
n't have made a better selec
tion.
Congratulations, Captain Co
ward and Captain Hanner.

A.W.S. Will Hold
Formal
Installation

Meet; Ker Scores 8 Points
Sacramento J.C. Scores 68
Points to Win First Place

Led by big George Ker, Coach "Stonewall" Jackson's
Tiger Cubs upset the dope sheet last Saturday when they
finished in third place at the Northern California Junior
Coliege "A" division track and field meet at Santa Rosa.
The Cubs scored fourteen points of which eight were
chalked up by the big boy from*Ione, George Ker. He took first and the javelin throw and ran
place in the discus throw with a anchor lap on the relay team.
toss of 142 feet 7 inches. His sec
No records were broken. The
ond place in the shot at 44 feet
complete summary is as follows:
5 inches was only 5 inches be
S—Stockton; Sac—Sacramento; SM—
hind the winner.
SACTO WINS
Favored Sacramento junior col
lege did the expected by walking
away with top honors, scoring
68 1/3 points. Santa Rosa scored
23% point for second place, with
Stockton next, followed by Mo
desto, Marin, San Mateo, Salinas,
Menlo and San Francisco.
The hundred yard dash was
won in the fast time of 9.9 by
Bingham of Sacramento J. C.
Third place went to Stockton's
Lou Coward who was just a few
trides behind the winner.
Dale Oliver picked up third
place points for the Cubs with
his third in the 880 yard run.
The Stockton relay team, com
posed of John Miller, Schediwy,
Oliver and Coward finished be
hind San Mateo and Sacramento
in the relay to get two of their
fourteen points.
BATISTE TOP
The high point trophy went to
Sacramento's negro sensation, Joe
Batiste. He won hurdle races
ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
GRAVEL
ROCK

The Associated Women Stu
dents will hold their installation
upstairs in the S. C. A. building
next Thursday evening from 7:15
to 8:15.
All women students are invited
to attend. The high points of the
installation will be the presenta
tion of reports by the outgoing
officers to the incoming ones,
and the placing of the gavel into
the capable hands of new Presi
dent Pauline Davis. Refresh
ments will follow the ceremony.
Officers to be installed are:
President, Pauline Davis; first
vice-president, Alice Boyer; sec
ond vice-president, Sonja Hayward; recording secretary, Pat
Boyton; corresponding secretary,
Barbara Thompson; and Women's
Athletic Association president,
Barbara Albertson.
Retiring officers are: Rosemary
Strader, Ruth Udden, Alice Boyer,
Betty Behoey, Pat Bell and Bar
bara Cozens.

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

FRAGRANCE IN
A NEW FORM

CREAM
COLOGNE
|.50 $2-50 $^.50

Chapter houses are maintained
by 3,881 academic fraternities
and sororities, a recent checkup
reveals.

FORTY-NINE
DRUG CO.
Main & El Dorado.
Poplar & Yosemite.

San Mateo; SF—San Francisco; M—Mo
desto; Mar—Marin; Sal—Salinas; Men—
Menlo; SR—Santa Rosa.
Mile run—Littlefield (Sac), Ribera
(SM); Letchworth (Men), Stevens (Sac);
time, 4:28.
440-yard dash—Kaiser (Sac), Billings
(SR), Hallen (SM), Frank (Sac); time,
49.9 seconds.
100-yard dash—Bingham (Sac), O'Meara (SR), Coward (S), Kaiser (Sac);
time, 9.9 seconds
120-yard high hurdles—Batiste (Sac),
O'Kelley (Sac), Shaffer (M), Winslow
(SR); time, 14.9 seconds.
880-yard run—Littlefield (Sac), Bill
ings (SR). Oliver (S), Cortez (SM);
time, 1:59.5.
220-yard low hurdles—Batiste (Sac),
O'Kelley (Sac), Shafer (M), Winslow
(SR); time, 24.2 seconds.
Relay—San Mateo (Sandivotti, Cortez,
Ribera and Hallen); Sacramento (Kai
ser, Frank, Littlefiled, Batiste); Stock
ton; Santa Rosa; time, 3:27.
Shotput—Schopp (Sac), Ker (S), Greenwell (SR), Merritt (M) ; distance 44 ft.
10% inches.
Javelin throw—Batiste (Sac), Barksdale (Mar), Johnson (M), Billings (SR);
distance 178 feet 5 inches.
High jump—Barksdale (Mar), Merritt
(M), and Holmes (Mar), tied for sec
ond; Beland (Sac) Ghilotti (M) and
Oyen (SF), tied for fourth; height 6
feet 2 inches.
Broad jump—Freeman (Sal), Barksdale (Mar), Birmingham (Sac), Gregory
(SM); distance 23 feet 8% inches.
Pole vault—Moore (SR), and Johnson
(M), tied for first; Overhouse (Sac),
third: Herrick (SR), and Oyen (SF),
tied for fourth; height, 13 feet 6 inches.
Discus throw—Ker (S), Schopp (Sac),
Attebery (SR), Overhouse (Sac); dis
tance, 142 feet 7 inches.

1
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J. GLICK & SON

Ph. 2-4893
Ph. 2-5143
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Jewelers Since 1876

Truth in Jewelry

Everything to be found in a
First-class Pharmacy
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BENGAL Swim Team Wins Two More

BARKS

Swimmers Take Tigers Chalk Up Another
Swim Victory Against
Ten Dean Cromwells or ten Seventh Win
Brutus Hamiltons couldn't have
S.F. State; Taioli Stars
done a better job here this track Against Lodi
season than "Stonewall" Jackson
By DICK BARKLE

Breaks Own
Pool Marks
in S.F. Meet

did.
The Pacific Association swim
Take Both Relay Races to
His College of Pacific varsity ming team annexed their seventh
Score 45 to 30 Victory
squad played havoc with the Far straight victory Wednesday aft
Western Conference teams by ernoon when they smothered the
picking up 12 first places and Lodi High School Flames 47-19.
Pacific Student Association's ace free style swimmer,
over 80 points at the big meet
Fred
Taioli, smashed two pool records Tuesday night in
In so doing they established
at Chico, two Saturdays back, three new records. Ralph Wright the San Francisco State dual meet in which the Tigers won
and then his Stockton J. C. squad,
shattered the pool record and the
picked by the S .F. Chronicle College of Pacific record in the 45 to 30.
Taioli set his records in the 200 and 440 yard events.
dope sheet to finish seventh, fin 100-yard breast stroke by doing
In both events he lowered hisdishes third in the N. C. J. C. meet the distance in 1:03.8.
own record by two-tenths of a Diving—Won by Russell Gibeson (P3;
at Santa Rosa last Saturday. The
Then Alfred Taioli waltzed
A. Dubois (SF), second; B. Witt (SF),
current campaign has been one of through the 100-yard free style second. His time in the 220 was third.
his most successful seasons that and shaded his own pool and Jun 2:14.4 and he won the 440 in the 100-yard free—Won by Warren Kleist
(SF); Kenny Robertson (P), second; J.
ONE Earl Jackson has ever en ior College record by coming home time of 4:49.5.
Gilgkert (SF), third. Time, 55.7.
150-yard backstroke—Won by J. Casjoyed.
in 55.1, merely two-tenths of a S.F. SPRINT STAR
anada (SF); H. Keller (SF), second;
Jack ChaDpel (P), third. Time, 1:54.4.
As for Jackson completing second under the former mark.
Scoring wins in both sprint 200-yard breast stroke—Won by Ralph
more than a few campaigns, he | The medley relay team—swim- races, Warren Kleist carried -off Wright (P); Jack Toomay (P), second;
D. Steinbacher (SF), third. Time, 2:33.5.
has been in the coaching racket I ming 150 aggregate
yards- high point honors for the visit 440-yard free—Won by A. Taioli (P);
R.
Rush (SF), second; H. Werner (P),
for some time.
smashed the pool record by six ors.
third. Time. 4:49.5.
W8M
400-yard relay—Won by Pacific team
He arrived here in 1938 with 15 seconds. The time was 1:22.9,
The Tigers won both relay of Robertson, Toomay, Wright and
FRED TAIOLI
years' experience at Knox College just two seconds from the world races. The 300 yard medley relay Taioli. Time, 3:55.7.
and Carleton College behind him. record. Wright swam his back team representing Stockton was
This marks his fifth year on stroke leg in 29 flat. Jack Toomay composed of Les Werner, Ralph
this campus. In his first year paddled his share of butterfly in Wright and Kenny Robertson. The
here the Tigers finished third in 28.6, and Taioli anchored the team other winning combination, the
the conference, every year since with a 25.1 free style time.
400 yard relay team, was made
then we have been runners-up.
Others for the College of Pacific up of Pacific's Robertson, Too
That Cub showing at Santa were French in the 50-yard free may, Wright and Taioli.
The summary:
Rosa may easily be considered a style, Chapell in the 100-yard back
great moral victory when you con stroke and the relay team of War 300-yard medley relay—Won by Stock
sider the fact they took third ner, Hull, Robertson and French ton team of Les Warner, Ralph Wright
and Kenny Robertson. Time, 3:14.5.
place in the strongest junior col won their 200-yard race.
200-yard free—Won by Alfred Taioli
(P); L. Keller (SF), second; Homer
lege conference meet in the Unit
Werner (P), third. Time, 2:14.4.
ed States. To do it they scored 14 Plans Laid for
50-yard free—Won by Warren Kleist
(SF); Jack Toomay (P), second; H
points.
Keller (SF). third. Time, 25.6.
Annual
But what I'm working around
to is the feat of Mr .George S.C.A. Breakfast
"Body" Ker. This "little lad"
Tau Kappa's garden is the set
made 8 of the Cubs 14 points. He
won the discus with a record- ting for this year's S. C. A. straw
breaking heave of 142 feet 7 berry breakfast. This annual
inches and took second place in event will be held Saturday, May
the shot-put just five inches be 23, from 6:30 to 11 a. m.
Pacific's
thirteenth
annual
Rosemary Strader is general
hind the winner.
dance
drama
opened
in
the
audi
chairman
of
the
affair.
Other
It is even more sensational when
you know that Ker is only a committee chairmen are Muerl torium last night with outstand
freshman, he is just 18 years old; Walter, tickets; Barbara Cozens, ing numbers by Barbara Albertand, to top it all, the Ionian giant strawberry crew; Jerry Briggs, sen, June Rhodes, Constance Sla
had never touched a discuss until biscuit making; La Verne Schon, ter, Louis Hoffschneider, Patty
hostesses; Phyllis Sears, wait Schuler and Mary Jane Hunter.
this spring.
The main number of the even
resses;
Virginia James, table dec
Full credit of developing this
new collosus of the athletic world orations; and Roberta Thomas, ing was a dance interpretation of
Tschaikowsky's Concerto in B Flat
naturally goes to "Stonewall" equipment.
Strawberries and cream, bis Minor, starring Barbara AlbertJackson, but he is a little disap
cuits and jam and coffee will be sen in the main solo. Another
pointed in George "Body" Ker.
attraction offered was the two
His contentions are that if Ker served.
Tickets can be obtained at the Negro spiritual dances with more
had started throwing the discus
than thirty girls taking part in
last fall instead of postponing his S. C. A. building.
each. This is the largest number
lessons until spring, he would
of girls to ever appear in any
throw the cartwheel well over
And that "never before" takes in single dance.
150 feet at the Fresno relays this
a lot of years, ever since 1851, if
Saturday in which he is the only you didn't know.
J. C. entrant. He is being award
Never before, until last Satur
ed a trip to Fresno because of his
day, has this school been able to
great showing in the conference
IT'S FUN
boast of a championship track
meet. And we have a hunch he
team. And that "never before"
will do well enough at Fresno to
takes in a lot of years, ever since
be awarded an opportunity to tell
1851 if you didn't know.
the boys at the National J. C.
From the middle of the nine
meet in Visalia May 30 all about
teenth century to 1942, no cham
lone and Ione's own Ker.
pionship.
Never before, until two weeks
But it isn't as bad as it sounds,
ago has C.O.P. been able to boast
the ideal attire with a triple purpose . • •
because for four-score years Pa
of a championship track team.
PARTY AND CLUB
cific never had a team to try for
grand for play . . . for leisure hours . . . a n< ^
a championship.
RATES
The first track team came
FOR SPECIAL
proper in the class room.
along in 1925. In 1932 the de
SESSIONS
pression came along and the first
sport to be dropped was track.
LEISURE JACKETS. .7.95 to 15.00
Come and Watch the
The demand for well trained
secretaries was never greater.
Therefore, from 1851 to 1925
BROOM HOCKEY GAME
SLACKS
8.95 to 15.00
makes 74 years without a team
on Tuesday and Thursday
Secretaries trained by this school
Evenings
are well trained - and are known
and 1932 to 1938 makes 6 addi
as such everywhere.
during 15-minute
tional years without a team. To
intermission period
tal, four-score or eighty years. If
Call or write for information.
it is abandoned for seven years
EXbrook 5232
STOCKTON
more sometime the Pacific track
team will have something in
ICE RINK
n r»tll-COMMEIIC,AL BOURSES
common with Lincoln's Gettys
»» t UTTER ST.. tsM n(AHf|yrO
West Weber at Lincoln
1 1 3 - 3 1 7 EAST MAIN STRE*T
burg address.

PLAY S f/ie Mdng!

Annual Dance
Drama Ends
Tomorrow

ICE SKATE

SPORTS WEAR

GRRCE^SCHOOL

BwV5 & MsKUSAt
fo r men — fo r boys

S|CRETnRIRL TRAINING

years ago, "Stagg Upsets Cat."
"We did
before and we can
do if •paton*

I

Jf)
Jl

Also Selected
SHORT SUBJECTS

KEI^T TAYLOR

